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Charge transfer at very high pressure in NiO
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We use resonant inelastic x-ray scattering to study the electronic structure of nickel oxide, the prototype
charge-transfer insulator, as a function of pressure. At ambient pressure, we observe spectral features due to the
charge-transfer excitation and the Coulomb correlation energy which progressively smear up to a pressure of
100 GPa. These changes are interpreted as due to increased dispersion of the concerned electronic bands. This
opens new perspectives both for the study of electronic structure of correlated materials and for high-pressure
research such as a deeper understanding of metal-insulator transitions, as well as the study of deep-earth
chemistry.
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Since the early observations of de Boer and Verwe1

challenging accepted ideas by showing that partially fil
bands could be insulators, the field of strongly correla
electrons has grown rapidly with new materials showing s
prising properties. The mechanics of the metal to insula
transition with the variation of a given parameter~for ex-
ample temperature or pressure! is central to this field. Nickel
oxide is the prototype charge-transfer insulator and as s
has been widely studied. It is now well established t
though theUd-d correlation energy is relatively high in thi
compound, the band gap is of the charge-transfer type th
primarily O 2p to Ni 3d character.2 This gap has been mea
sured to be about 4 eV in magnitude.3 Several calculations o
the electronic structure of NiO exist as this has proved to
a good testing ground for theories due to the influence
strong correlations. In fact, only explicit inclusion of the e
fects of this strong correlation in sophisticated band-struc
calculations could bring these to predict the correct band
and excitation spectra for this compound.4 Local cluster
models, however, were reasonably successful in predic
them, presumably because they dealt with the effects of
relation in a more direct way.5

As argued in the well-known pioneering work by Mott6

an important parameter that can be varied better underst
ing of the electronic structure of strongly correlat
transition-metal compounds is density, and therefore p
sure. However, the variation of pressure either rules out
use of spectroscopic methods or imposes severe constr
on many of them. In this first use of resonant inelastic x-
scattering ~RIXS! under ultrahigh pressure, we measu
charge-transfer excitations in NiO up to 1 Mbar. In the c
herent second-order RIXS process, an incoming photo
absorbed with the system transiting to an intermediate s
influenced by the strong core-hole potential. The choice
the incident energy, near an absorption edge of the sys
provides a means of choosing particular intermediate st
of interest. The system then decays to an excited state~giv-
ing rise to inelastic structure! or back to the ground stat
~resulting in an elastic line! with the emission of a photon
0163-1829/2003/67~8!/081101~4!/$20.00 67 0811
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The number of electrons is conserved and the excita
spectrum is measured directly. RIXS has been success
used7 to study the electronic structure of Mott insulators. It
also an ideal probe for high-pressure studies, since x-rays
penetrate sample environment, can be focused to small s
and can be tuned to a given energy ensuring resonant
hancement of the cross section.

The experiment was performed at beamline ID16 at
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The experimen
setup was that of a Rowland circle spectrometer usin
spherically focusing, elastically bent Si~551! analyzer and a
Peltier-cooled Si-diode detector. The scattering plane w
horizontal. Undulator radiation monochromatized by a cry
genically cooled Si~111! channel-cut monochromator with
bandwidth of 1.4 eV was focused by a toroidal mirror. T
incident-beam intensity was monitored by a Si-diode det
tor. The sample ~polycrystalline powder from Aldrich
Chemicals with a nominal Ni content of 76% correspondi
to a stoichiometry of Ni0.97O) was loaded in a symmetrica
Mao-Bell cell with 300mm culet diamonds using a 5-mm
diameter high-strength Be gasket. At the energies used~8.35
keV, around the Ni K edge! and for a 90° scattering geom
etry, the x-ray transparent Be gasket was a critical part of
experiment. No pressure medium was used permitting u
maximize sample size, the price to pay being nonhydro
ticity. The pressure was determined using ruby fluoresce
and diffraction, and the gradient was evaluated. X rays w
incident on the sample through the gasket and slits were u
to define the spot size on the sample to 30mm ~vertical!
3110 mm ~horizontal!. This slit size was maintained
throughout the experiment as the sample size never bec
smaller. The measured flux on the sample was
31012 photons/s. The total resolution as measured from
full width at half maximum of the peak due to quasielas
scattering was 1.5 eV.

In an earlier study on NiO, Kaoet al.8 showed that the
RIXS signal measured at a scattering angle of 30° with
momentum transfer along the@001# direction consists of two
peaks, centered around 4.9 and 7.8 eV. Our experiment
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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fers from the one of Kaoet al. in the choice of several key
experimental conditions. We used a polycrystalline N
sample and worked at a scattering angle of 90°~correspond-
ing to a momentum transfer of 6 Å21), to eliminate the
nonresonant inelastic signal from the Be gasket using
polarization of the incident radiation~linear, in the scattering
plane!. The absorption edge is shown in the inset of Fig
along with a constant-final-state scan where a constant
ergy transfer is maintained while the incident energy
scanned across the edge. The resonances in this scan a
to particular intermediate states~selected by the choice of th
incident energy! which decay to the same final state~selected
by the choice of the energy transfer!. At this high scattering
angle, the strongest resonance for an energy transfer of
is at the prepeak of the absorption spectrum, and other r
nances, including the one corresponding to the peak of
absorption spectrum~used by Kaoet al.! are strongly sup-
pressed. We tuned our incident energy to this resonance
the following two benefits. The prepeak is associated w
quadrupolar transitions~favored at large scattering angle!
and the lowest-energy excited states relevant to the electr
properties of NiO are the 3dn11 configurations. Notably, the
transition across the gap is from predominantly O 2p states
to Ni 3d states. Second since the incident energy is be
the edge, absorption is low ensuring sizable penetratio
the sample~the absorption length is about 40mm).

In Fig. 1, we show our RIXS data at room pressure a
temperature. We measure a broad inelastic spectral fea
with a marked low-energy shoulder, peaking at 5.3 eV an
peak centered at 8.5 eV, as determined by fits to Gaus
line shapes. The energy loss~4.3 eV! to the edge of this

FIG. 1. Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering from polycrystall
NiO at ambient pressure with the incident energy tuned to the q
drupolar prepeak in the absorption spectrum. Two structures co
sponding to energy losses of 5.3 eV and 8.5 eV are present. I
high-resolution partial fluorescence yield spectrum of the Ni K-ed
absorption with an arrow showing the choice of incident ene
~solid line!. The dashed line is a constant-final-state scan~constant
energy difference between incident and detected energy! at an en-
ergy loss of 5 eV, showing that the strongest resonance corresp
to the quadrupolar prepeak.
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shoulder is the value of the charge-transfer gap in NiO9,3

thus providing a direct measure of this quantity. We assoc
this feature to the metal-ligand transition leading to adn11LI
excited state, wheredn is the metal ground-state configura
tion andLI is a ligand hole. We associate the peak at 8.5
primarily to the metal-metal transitions leading todn11dn21

excited states and thus to the correlation energyUd-d related
to transport in thed band. Given this sensitivity to the elec
tronic structure of NiO in our measurement we now look f
changes introduced by varying the pressure on the sampl
Fig. 2, we show the RIXS data as a function of increas
pressure up to 100 GPa. The data is normalized to the m
tor intensity. The dashed line is a measurement of the n
resonant background with the incident energy at 8370
well above the absorption edge. We also show for comp
son arbitrarily scaled data~labeled room pressure! measured
at ambient pressure outside the pressure cell. As pressu
increased, the resonant inelastic x-ray scattering inten
progressively decreases. Second, the double structure~shoul-
der and peak! clearly resolved at ambient and lower pre
sures, smears at pressures above 50 GPa into a poorly
fined line shape. By fitting the RIXS data with a sum of thr
Gaussians to account for the two features mentioned ab
as well as the intensity at higher energies, this trend can
better understood. The 5.3-eV feature does not shift ap
ciably as pressure is increased, while its width doubles fr
2 to 4 eV. The 8.5-eV peak shifts to above 10 eV up to
GPa and then remains constant, while its width also
creases from 4 to 5 eV. As pressure is increased, electr
bands increasingly disperse which means that the sharp r
nances seen at lower pressures become ill defined as se
the increasing width of the peaks. In particular, overlap w
the anions increases since the lattice parameter change
about 10% at 100 GPa. Calculations suggest that the sha
the electronic density of states does not change much
pressure but the density of states decreases uniformly
bandwidth increases.10 This is compatible with the behavio
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FIG. 2. RIXS data as a function of pressure. Bottom dashed l
nonresonant background. As pressure is increased the resona
tensity decreases and the 5.3 and 8.5 eV structures smear out d
the increasing electronic bandwidth.
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of the 5.3-eV peak, which increases in width without app
ciable change in position. It is the increase in width or t
increased dispersion that reduces the value of the cha
transfer gap. The behavior of the 8.5-eV peak would sugg
an initial increase in thed-d Coulomb interaction with pres
sure. Though this is unexpected, since screening incre
with pressure, we remark that it is limited to lower pressur
Finally, the observed trends suggest that a metal-insul
transition would happen due to the closing of the char
transfer gap as seen in other charge-transfer insulator
lower pressures.11 It is important to ascertain that this chang
in electronic structure is associated with band widening
to increased overlap or due to changes in the crystal fi
consequent to structural change. NiO is not known to
dergo structural phase transitions till well above 100 GPa
a recent study has shown.12 We performed powder diffrac
tion with high-energy~93 keV! x-rays at ambient pressur
and at 100 GPa. The diffraction patterns are shown in F
3~a!, and are in excellent agreement with the data of E
et al.12

Above a pressure of about 50 GPa, we do not observ
significant change in the RIXS signal. However at high
pressures, changes do occur as observed visually on
sample and as shown by the Ni-K near-edge structure. A
GPa, the sample observed through a microscope sho
signs of metallic luster, which became clearly defined at 1
GPa. A photograph@Fig. 3~b!# of the sample at 100 GP
shows that the central core reflects light in contrast with
dark ring around it. This luster disappeared when press
was removed. Preliminary optical reflectivity measureme
on the 100-GPa sample show a shift of the 4 eV amb

FIG. 3. Left panel. Diffraction patterns of the sample at roo
pressure~dashed line! and 100 GPa~solid line! with some principal
peaks indexed. Overlapping peaks become broader at higher
sures indicating lattice distortions due to nonhydrostaticity. Fr
the refinement and comparison with the ruby fluorescence, we
mate a pressure gradient of610 GPa at 100 GPa. The change
lattice spacing confirms the pressure value indicated by the r
fluorescence. Right panel. A photograph of the sample at 100
through a diamond anvil showing the bright outer ring which is
Be gasket, a dark inner ring corresponding to the outer parts o
sample, and a shiny inner core that assumes this luster only a
highest pressures. When pressure is released, the luster disap
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pressure peak in NiO to 3 eV and a tail extending into
gap causing the metallic luster.13 It is also possible that the
measured pressure gradient could cause a local lowerin
symmetry and precipitate changes in electronic structur
pressures lower than expected for the NiO structure. T
question could be settled through further measurements
ing a pressure medium such as He and through calculat
that would help to quantify the effect of pressure, as well
that of a gradient on the RIXS signal.

In Fig. 4, we show the Ni K-edge measured by using
spectrometer at ambient pressure and at 100 GPa, by m
toring the partial (Kb) fluorescence yield, with intensity nor
malized to the peak~white line!. With this technique, the
core-hole lifetime broadening is considerably reduced res
ing in sharper spectral features.14 Structure in the edge is
broadened at high pressure due to increasing bandwidth
the peak shifts by 1.3 eV to higher energies, as expec
Further the prepeak region gains in intensity probably due
an increase in hybridization between the local 3d and 4p
bands.

In conclusion, we have measured resonant inelastic lo
in NiO as a function of pressure up to a megabar. We fin
significant change that can be traced back to the modifica
of electronic structure induced by pressure, namely, incre
in electronic bandwidth leading to a decrease of the cha
transfer gap. The charge-transfer and correlation energie
not change appreciably in the measured range. These m
surements should stimulate further work both experimen
and theoretical, including measurements where the pres
gradient is minimized and calculations of RIXS in NiO as
function of pressure. These results point to the potentia
this method to investigate matter under high pressure as
changes in electronic structure related to metal-insula
transitions with temperature or doping, especially in high
correlated materials. They might also help to address som
the fundamental questions in the field of deep-ea
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y
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e
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FIG. 4. Change in the absorption spectrum from ambient p
sure ~solid line! to 100 GPa~dashed line! due to decrease in the
lattice constant and increase in bandwidth with pressure. The
K-edge spectrum was measured using partial fluorescence
with the spectrometer set on the Kb peak while the incident energy
was varied across the edge.
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geochemistry, such as the depletion of nickel in earth’s low
mantle.
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